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TO: Operations

FROM: Steve Webber

DATE: October 5, 1973

SUBJECT: Reconfiguration of Memories, Processors and Bulk Store

This document gives instructions for doing dynamic

reconfiguration of CPU's, memories and the Bulk Store. There are

six commands which can be used to reconfivure and all of them are

recognizei by the Answering Service (without enterinv admin

node). In aidition, any of the commands can be callei from any

Sysaemon or Syshdmin process in the event the Answerinv Service

can not be used.

controlled by a reconfiguration "lock'. If a reco

The processor and memory reconfiguration commands are all
' Puration

3
m

attempt aborts for some reason this lock may be left ON. when

this happens any further attempts to reconfigure will result in a

message saying that reconfiguration is currently in progress. lf
this happens the following command may be executei.

reconfigure$force_unlock

This will unlock the lock so that further reconfieuration

attempts may be made. However, it is quite possible that the

reconfiguration data bases are still in an inconsistent state

(e.2. thinkinv a CPU was added when it really wasn't). if this is

the case all reconfiguration requests for CPU's and memories

should be delayed until after the next bootloai.

_T_ermi_n0l_Q2.y and Swi tcti_e_s_
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1. Each memory has one and only one "control CPU". This is

the CPU that receives interrupts that are set in the

memory. This is also the CPU that is pointed to by the

EXECUTE INTERRUPT MASK ASSIOHHEHT (EIMA) switch A on the

EU

memory. (Wote that EIMA switches C, and D should always

\

be OFF.)

2. Each CPU has one memory which is called its "control

memory". This is the memory to which interrupts are sent

which are directed to the CPU. Note that each CPU must

have a memory associated with it --- there must be at

least as many memories in the system as CPU's.

3. The PORT ENABLE switches on the CPU (and ION and Bulk

Store) determine which memories the CPU (or IOM or Bulk *4

Store) may access. when reconfiqurinz, these switches

control the effect of the other switches in the same row

on the maintainance panel. It is imperative that all other

switches (INITIALIZE ENABLE, ASSIPHHENT, INTERLAOE,

KOORESS RAWQE) in the same row as a Fiven PORT EWARLE

switch be correct before the PORT EUAQLE switch is turned

ON. in particular, if any switches in the same row are to

be changed, the PORT ENABLE switch should be turned OFF.

The ION and Bulk Store switches work in the same way with

the additional restriction that on the Bulk Store the PORT

GROUP switch should also be set correctly before turning

on the PORT ENABLE switch.

Q. The lNlTlALlZE ENABLE switch On the CPU's, |OM's and "ulk i‘,
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Store only come into play when the ROS (or T and O) system

is bootloaded. when this is done all of these switches

should be ON so that the -initialize signal can be

reflected to all modules of the system being bootloaded.

After is bootloaded all INITIALIZE ENABLE switches

ta
O

U)

should be turned OFF. The Bulk Store, however, should

never have its INITIALIZE ENABLE switches in the ON

position. The Bulk Store should be initialized manually

prior to bootload of either service or development system.

If either system is using the Pulk Store it need not (and

should not) be initialized.
5. The ENT switches on the CPU's, lOH's and Pulk Store

>
m

m

Q

§

,,v\
specify in which order the memories are to be used. /ll
assignment switches for a given system should be the same

on all active modules in the system. (An active module is

a CPU, an IOM or a Bulk Store.) Note that if it is

R

necessary to change an ASS IMEHT switch (e.£. to add a

memory) on an active module, the PORT ENABLE switch

corresponding to the ASSIGNMENT switch should first be set

OFF.

5. The INTERLACE switches on the active modules should be set

as indicated in any reconfizuration instructions. These

switches reflect the state of the "external" interlace

between two memory controllers. (The IHTERLACE switches on

M_ the memories indicate "internal" interlace and should

always be left in the ON position.)
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7. The ADPRESS RANGE switches on the avtive modules shoul

always be left in the FULL position. (At times of

specific hardware problems F€D may recommend chanviny

these.)
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8. The €XECUT€ INTERRUPT MASK _ switches on

the memories control where interrupts sent to that memory

will be directed. (These switches corresponi to the

CONTROL PROCESSOR switch on the 6&5 memories.) Only switch

A should ever be in a position other than OFF.

3. The PORT CONTROL switches on the memories control which

active modules have access to the memory. when in the PQOO

CONT position, the software can and loes control this
ad’

access by enabling only those active moiules which are

currently configured. (see later)

gddinz Bulk Qtore (Pazine Device)

To add a region of the Oulk Store to the Hultics
configuration the followiny comman4 is use4:

addpaz first count

where first is the (octal) number of the first Bulk Store record

to aid and count is the (octal) number of recoris to aid. The

block of records starting at first ani eoine for count recoris

will be set up for use by the software. The hariware switches

enabling the given region of the Bulk Store must alreaiy have

been“ set up before this command is is,uei. (See HOSW-h.h.h.3 for

Jkt.=1-

or->,—-1

information about setting the Bulk store configuration switches

*wl

') %
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heletinz Pulk Store (Pasinn Oevicel

To lelete a reyion of the Qulk Store from the Hultics

configuration the following commani is used:

lelpag first count

"first" and "count" are the first record anl size, respectively,

of a region to be deconfigured. They should both be octal. This

command tells the software not to use the specified region of the

Julk store and hence after it is issued the revion may he

physically reconfieured if desirei.

Addlnz Q Processor

To add a processor to the system a well iefined sequence of
r“\

events must be Followed. The script that Follows is a sanple

output from a console session for adlinv a ¢°U:

1 ------------------------------------------------------------- -—|

addcpu b 5 b

Check that the Following has been done (if not, do it in the
Following order):

All memories: PORT CONTROL (port 6) set to PROO CONT
cpu b must have the Following switch settinesz

memory a: Assignment O lnterlace OFF PORT ENABLE OFF
memory b: Assignment 1 lnterlace OFF PORT ENABLE OFF
memory c: Assignment 2 lnterlace OFF PORT ENKULE OFF
CPU Fl’): 2

Have all the above been done?(yes/no and initials): yes shw

***Remember to initialize ani enable cpu h after chanzlnv the
FINA switch.***
You will change FINA switch I on memory b tn port 6.
Wait until instructed to channe them. re you ready?
(yes/no): yes
Ohanee switch(es) now. Type 'done' when 4one: 4one

cpu b is now runnine.
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| ------------------------------------------------------------- --1

In essence the following steps must be taken after the second
answer "yes":

1. Change QIHA switch A on the control memory to the wiven
port For the processor being added.

2. Initialize the processor to he added (by pressiny
lWiTlL|ZE K CLEAR).

3. Set the PORT EHATLE switches OH (For all memories in th
system) on the CPU to be added.

M. Answer "done".

P.

If the CPU Fails to start runniny for some reason the software

will automatically instruct the operator to chanve the

switch back to its orihinal position. \nother attempt to add

CPU can be issued when the command Finishes its cleanup.

A second CPU to be added to the system should be added after

the STARTUP command has been issued.

Deleting Q Prggessgr

To remove a processor From the systen the operator types

delcpu W

.-1

L»-

the

where H is the name (e.x. "a", "h", etc.) of the processor to he

deleted. The proyrem will instruct the operator to chanve ?lHA

switches on all menories which are controlled by the CPU beinv

deleted. \Fter the delcpu commend has Finished the processor

switches can be chanved as desired --- the system software

insures that the processor can not access any of the service

memories. (it is not necessary to chanee the PORT COMTQWL

switches on all memories for the processor beinv deleted.)

~/
§Qdinv Q qemory
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The Following is a sample console outnut For aldinv a memory

to the systen:

l ------------------------------------------------------------- --l
addmem c a

flake
l Al

sure
“‘ E’ STORE A CPU AlUl \’ uJL\ ,

have the Following switch settinysz

.+>.@~>

memory
memory
memory

OCFQJ

Assignent O lnterlace OFF PORT FHAPL"
Assipnwent 1 lnterlace OFF PORT ?HA?L§
Assignment 2 lnterlace OFF PORT FH\9L'

Perform the following (in the order viven) on system controller
c.

Wnve

PORT CONTROL set to UISAPLF For all ports.
initialize controller at its maintainance panel.
Change EXECUTE IHTFRRUPT HQSK ASSIQUHFWT Switch to port 7.
PORT CONTROL set to PRO“ TUWT For ports W, 2 anl 7.

all the above been done?(yes/no and initials): yes shw

You have adled memory controller c.

| -------------------------------------------------------------- --I

The arvument to the adlmeh command is the memory name (e.F. “c")
as on the P03 configuration car. /n al4ltlonal arvument can

optionally be proviled to specify a particular CPU (e.p. “a”) as

the control processor For the memory beinr aldel.

l§emQyi[1g Q llezgggry

To remove a memory from the system the Followine comman

shouli be issued:

Jelmem H

where W is the name of the memory as on the "OS confipuratlon

card U3lQtinQ a memory which is the contrOl newory For some
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processor will trigger code instructing the operator to change

the ElMA switch on a memory to be control memory for the CPU.

Note: the bootload (low-order) memory can not be deleted.

Hgtgg

when the reconfiguration comnans request the operator to

give a "yes/no" answer, then any answer other than "yes" will he

interpreted as "no" an will properly terminate the

reconfiguration request. Hhen the operator is asked for a "yes"

or "lone" answer, he must do as directed and answer appropriately

or risk crashing the system. If the error messave "provram error

-- notify programmer" ever occurs, HO NOT try to use any

reconfiguration command again until cleared by a prOFFamm9r, or

until after the next bootload.

Note that when the confiyuration is chaneei dynamically, the

B05 cards for processors, memories ani Bulk Store may no loneer

reflect the true configuration. Therefore, before the next

bootload or salvane the hardware confiuration and the POS

confieuration deck must be ma4e consistent with each other (the

CONFIG U command in QOS should probably be used).

It is only possible to ad4 Bulk Store to a system if the

system was informed about the ultimate possihle size of the

paving device at system bootload time. This is inicatei on the

page configuration card which specifies the maximum size of the

Bulk Store as well as optional regions which shouli not be used. ‘I

~\/
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(See HOSH—u-3 for a description on the pave confivuration card.)

Only memories that are definel by P08 cards at hootload time

can be aided. The confiyuration carl for a memory has a field to

iniicate if it is on—line or off—line at bootloai time. All the

memories actually being used at the time of the bootload must

have an OH in the last field in the ROS confiyuration card. These

nemories should be the first in the configuration deck. Memories

which might be adied later have an OFF in this fiel4. These

should follow the other memory cards (i.e., these are the hieh

order memories). Normally, in the service machine SOS deck there

should be a memory card (either OH or QFF) for every memory in
?\

the installation.

The PORT CONTROL switches for all memory controllers running

'5
L3

7')
J

on the service system should be set in the CONT position for

all ports at all times. For the levelopment system, all ports

Q3

C/7

v

shouli he GHABLEJ or \3LEd to reflect the running evelooment

confiwuration. Wote that after aiding a memory unusel ports are

left in the OFF position. Lite; the adiine of the memory is

completed the operator will put lLL PURT CONTROL switches in the

PROQ CONT position.

Returning to QQQ

Unjer normal running conditions the EXECUTE button is used

T3

O
U)

to force the system to enter This can be done in one of two

ways:
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2)

Q03

R

Usually BUS will be entered by causing an execute fault. For

this to occur, the EXECUTE

#2

A
(3

F1
(/7

switch must be down when

the EXECUTE button is pushed. The switch should normally he

left in the down position. QQ HOT put the processor in "step"

when using the execute fault.
BOG can also be entered by executinv the instruction pair

located at location H000 or H002 in memory. in this case, the

desired address (viz. M000 or M002) is set in switches Q-17

and an execute iouble (KEV) instruction is set in switches

18-35 (the octal value of the switches shoul he either

WUUUQ97172OQ or OQhOQ271729q). If the §X?CUTT

Q

ITCVES Switch

IS in the up position when the EXQCUT? buuton is pushed the

XED will be executed: the processor shouli be in "step" when

the button is pushed.

£3
3

'h

euration Deck

CO

C
U)

shouli be entered with an XEP only

in the cases noted below, or as a last resort.

The order of the cards in the confivuration deck is

important for cpu's
in"

Eb‘.

nories. The first CPU card is for the

5OOt|O81 CPU; the n;H cards must be in the order of increasinp

aid FGSS.

¢rashes and Shutdowns

Hui

the normal jump procedures (FDUH

if th

tics crashes and BUS is entere4 either by Hultics or manually,

“J \

e above instructions are followei, then whenever

etc.) should be Followed. This

is indepenient of the number of processors runninv. It is not

‘wi

‘wf

‘ml
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necessary to explicitly dump the process that was executing on

the non-bootloai CPU. (it is still useful to copy down the ""R 0F

the non-hootload TPU). if Hultics will not wo hack to P08 For

some reason, place both ¢PU's in "step" eni trgnsfer hack to "OS

\3
WU

C

on the bootloai using 00u0o07172on in the switches ani the

EXECUTT SHITCWES switch in the QQ Dosition. IF this succees,

proceej normally. if this fails, try QQM®“271720Q. If this

succeeds do not attenpt an

H1

C’)

C:
\1

proceed to the salvayer directly.

Before attempting an ESD, or a Salvaee, all GINA switches on

all memories should be pointine at the bootload ¢PU.

HQ[iQ?2 with two processors,

II
Tl

<
1'1

T3

put either processor in

"step" (except in the case Hultics will not reenter POS). if
either or both processors must be put in "step" (e.v., For work

by the FE's) then enter "OS with the "hos" commano on en

initializer console; put both processors in "step" only while in

"es.


